BUSSE WILL PLAY FOR J-HOP FEBRUARY 3

State Rallies to Trip Tennessee, 35-31; Falkowski Stars

Carl C. Mose Will Speak In Church Tonight

Carl C. Mose, United States senator, will speak in Peoria church tonight. Mose is on a personal trip to the state and spent the night in Peoria. He will speak in the First Methodist church tonight at 8 o'clock. The speaker is expected to address the issues of the day and his personal views on them.

Convo Dates Scheduled

Meetings and conferences are scheduled for March 7 of the Convo dates. The meetings will address various topics and are expected to attract a large audience.

Attending Hearns to Offer Piano Recital

Hearns will offer a piano recital as part of the cultural events scheduled for the month.

Students Will Show Photos of J-Hop in Next Issue

The photos of the J-Hop event will be shown in the next issue of the student newspaper.

L. K. Press Plans Meeting

L. K. Press plans to meet on Thursday night to discuss upcoming events and arrangements.

King of the Trumpet To Come Here From Hotel New Yorker

Maestro was soloist for King of Jazz for Decade: Began as Leader In New York Six Years Ago

Fabian Will Speak At Convention

Fabian will speak at the convention in the month of March.

S.W.L. Groups Slate Meet

The S.W.L. Groups will meet to discuss their upcoming plans and events.

Y W Will Hear Drama Talk

Y W will hear a drama talk as part of their cultural activities.

Student Injured In Auto Crash

A student was injured in an auto crash on the campus.

Women Make Term Plans

Women will make plans for the upcoming term as part of their academic activities.

AVMA To Hear E. K. Sales

E. K. Sales will be heard by the AVMA in the upcoming month.

Track Will Be Cry Of Skiers On Snow Train

The track will be crying of skiers on the snow train as part of the winter activities.

Noise-Conscious Students Quieted by "Acoustafax"

Noise-conscious students were quieted by "Acoustafax" in the month of March.

New Music Folder Will Help Teach Spartan Song

The new music folder will help teach the Spartan song as part of the musical activities.

YMCA Stag Party Set for Thursday

The YMCA stag party is set for Thursday night.

Marriage Expert To Teach Here

A marriage expert will teach here as part of the academic activities.

Falkowski, frozen to death

Falkowski, who was frozen to death, was discovered in the early morning hours.

Economics Enrollment Reaches High Level

The enrollment in economics has reached a high level.

Economy

The economy is strong and stable.
**Utopias Have No Ghost Writers**

Several week ago, members of Tower Girls, women's sophomore honor society, noticed that parts of their club's almanac, assembled for a two-teacher project, were being done to reduce the number of women who attended school. Scholars, without doing the required work, who employed their members as "ghost" writers, and who then claimed to be doing their assignments.

They decided after some discussion that it was impossible to determine without doubt a woman's credit assignments in their own position. Believing the solution was not helpful to Tower Girls or to the college in general, this small group of women set about the task of finding the method of conducting homework and examinations that would eliminate the cheating problem.

**Funk Appears To Be Impossible**

The official conclusion of attainment, by Tower Girls proceeded unannounced. After concluding it impossible to have all students honor students, Tower Girls honor system was changed. The girls' almanac that could be little more than a college the way were all fun.

Still preserving, Tower Girls appointed committees to investigate honor systems for the present. The old honor system, however, is not changed, and will keep on as it is.

Their committees made surveys and found that many honors colleges across the nation have honor system, and that these systems are highly valued and respected by students. They believe that in honor system it is possible to do any kind of material in such a way that honors and the faculty.

The larger Tower Girls talked of honor system, the longer they thought of honor system. They came to the conclusion that a successful honor system at Michigan State would allow many of the almanacs up about the present grading system.

**They Realize It Can Be Done**

Each girl who can do little toward changing scholarly ideals of an entire campus, not give up. Members of Tower Girls talked with their friends, talked to other friends, and do the little they can to do it.

This fall A. W. S. has a group which became interested in an honor system and the Allan writing. Forming committees to interview these groups, the girls were interested in the results of a recent study in the field. For the A. W. S. interest, other students and organizations were interested in the honor system. They then started small and continued with large.

Whether the ever-growing scale of these interested in honor system will eventually overcome the entire college is not known. But it is moving and on the way towards an important trend in student thinking.

**Turn the Mirror**

Punishment or praise, to achieve the maximum results should be used not automatically following the conclusion.

This is a fundamental point of general psychology. This may not hold true for any particular case, but it is a logical step with the conclusion of punishment or praise.

And this with a possible result to the human conscious mind in which it is the job of each little case of punishment or praise.

**Cement Slab Holds Memory Of First Eating Club**

In the early days of Michigan agriculture, the members of the Michigan Agricultural College were not only good students, but they were also good cooks. The history of the college is filled with tales of the many eating clubs that were formed and the camaraderie that was shared among the students.

One such club was the 'Cement Slab Club,' which was formed in the early 1920s. The club's name was derived from the large cement slab that served as the club's table. The slab was located in the center of the club's meeting place, and it was considered a symbol of the club's enduring legacy.

The club's members were known for their dedication to both academic and social pursuits. They were often seen working together on projects related to the college, and they would often gather in the club to enjoy meals and conversation.

Despite their many accomplishments, the club was not without its controversies. One such controversy arose when the club decided to increase its membership fees, leading to heated debates among the members.

However, despite these challenges, the club remained a source of pride for its members. Today, the 'Cement Slab Club' is remembered as a symbol of the college's rich history and the camaraderie that has been shared among its students for generations.
A PLEASANT SURPRISE!

THE CLASS OF '40 INVITES YOU TO DANCE TO "HOT UPS" by MASONIC TEMPLE 3rd

GRADUATE BUSSE

TROJANS DRILL
FOR MAROONS

Visit Our
Smoker's Corner
Dunhill pipes $10.00
Tally-Ho pipes $3.00
Dukes pipes $1.50
Tobacco Pouches
5c up
$1.00 to $5.00
Pipe Racks
25c to $3.00
Pipe Smokers' Ash Tray
$1.00 to $3.00
Tobacco Humidors
$1.50 to $7.50

From 10 'TIL 3:30 on Friday, February 25

HELEN BURTON
Walk-over Shoe Shop
221 South Washington Ave

PATRONIZE NEWS ADVERTISERS
Swimmers Face U. of M. In Opener Tomorrow

Beaten Grapplers to Engage Tough Ohio State Squad

Big Ten Teams On Fencers Schedule

Butler Quint Nips State By Point

Scoop Says:

By George Winkie

 bras. The all-dressed-in-black Wellesley students at the meeting Thursday night...